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Lorena Arnold is an author, motivational speaker, 

entrepreneur and devoted to her family. She is a veteran 

real estate investor, broker mentor and creator of the 

movement Women on FIRE (Financial Independence 

Retire Early). Since the early 2000’s, she has actively 

invested in real estate and travels across the nation 

speaking, training and teaching. Lorena has influenced 

thousands of students in the area of building wealth. She 

is passionate about inspiring and motivating individuals, 

especially women, to be Wealthy, Healthy and Wise. 

She uses a straight forward approach to get out of fear 

and confusion, to find the courage and confidence to 

take inspired action. 

 

 

Lorena Arnold is a public speaker that specializes in motivating and coaching her 

audiences to dig in and unlock their own creative talents and power. She brings a sense of 

realness to her audience through humor and stories, while providing practical ways for 

women entrepreneurs to embrace who they are and let go of what is holding them back! 

 

Every speaking gig Lorena does is tailor-made for her audience. Lorena is very interactive 

with the audience, asking questions, getting her audience to think big. When she is on 

stage, you will feel an energy that reaches down into your core and sparks your creative 

brain to learn & look at things with a fresh perspective. Her quick wit and humor make 

learning fun and enjoyable, and audiences feel a new sense of confidence to move on 

achieving their vision. 
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• 18 Ways to Increase Your Financial IQ 

• What Does “Rich Woman” Stand For? 

• How to Get Women to Save for Retirement 

• The Stupid Things We Women Do 

• The Four Quadrants For an Abundant Life 

• Change Your Relationship With Money 
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